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Abstract

With the application of a large number of portable low-voltage electronic products, the charging safety of the equipment needs
to be solved because of the complex underground environment and high temperature and humidity. An oscillatory wireless
charging platform based on 555 time base circuit is developed in this paper. The transmitter circuit is mainly composed of PWM
waveform generator and MOS switch circuit. The frequency adjustable output range can reach 500kHz, and no program control
unit is required. The receiver circuit can output 5V DC power stably and simply. The whole charging platform has few
components at both ends of the receiver, which can ensure low failure rate and easy miniaturization. All the components are
universal components with low cost. The tested transmission distance can work stably within 20CM, and the stable output of
about 3 watts can be obtained. The system can be installed in any position in the mine, and the battery is not removed when
charging, which greatly enhances the security of the charging process and is of great practical value.
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1. Introduction

The underground space is small and the ambient temperature and humidity are high. Usually, small-scale low-voltage power
equipments are charged on the wells. In order to ensure battery life, it is sometimes necessary to carry spare batteries or small-
sized charging equipment. With the application of a large number of intelligent products down hole, the equipment's cruising
ability and weight have become the main contradiction, and down hole also needs an efficient charging method to solve the
problem of electronic equipment life. Down hole use of transformers, adapters and other DC wired charging equipment charging,
has a certain potential safety hazards, the design of circuit protection, as well as the design of the charging management unit have
high requirements, will lead to high costs and inconvenience.

At present, the wireless charging technology and equipment in the wells have been widely used, not only can quickly charge
small smart electronic devices, but also can be used to charge large electric devices such as electric vehicles, but the use of
electromagnetic induction technology, the technology transmission distance is very short, generally Within 100mm, it is necessary
to accurately position the transmitting coil and receiving coil to improve the coupling performance, to obtain higher energy
transmission efficiency, and not to charge multiple devices at the same time. Although the effect of non-contact charging is
achieved, the actual use and Compared with wired charging methods, there is no obvious advantage (Maochun et al., 2009). In this
paper, a waveform generator circuit based on time-base circuit is developed as a transmitter, transceiver coil and energy receiver.
The design of the transceiver coil can be freely moved, and the designed circuit is relatively simple and easy to implement. This
design can be applied to some places where the distance transmission is not demanding. Through testing, the transmission
efficiency is as high as 30% within a certain distance test range, which has a very good practical value.
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2. Transmitter oscillation circuit design

The circuit design in this paper is based on the theory of resonant coupled radio energy transmission technology. If the resonant
frequency of the energy transmitting device and the receiving device are the same, and the exciting transmitter generates an
alternating magnetic field at this specific resonant frequency, the transmitting device is in this alternating magnetic field. First,
self-resonance is generated and an alternating magnetic field of the same frequency is generated. When the receiving device is
close to the transmitting device, self-resonance is also generated. The receiving device continuously collects energy and transmits
it to the load, thus achieving wireless transmission of energy, and its transmission principle. As shown in Figure 1 (Ming, 2012).

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of electromagnetic resonance coupled radio energy transmission (Ming, 2012)

The transmitter uses the NE555 time base circuit to generate the PWM signal, and the 555 time base circuit generates the
PWM signal, which can generate waveforms from 1 to 500 KHz. Frequency adjustment is simple and the circuit is simple. Its
principle is to add diodes and potentiometers on the basis of NE555. The schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2. In this way, an
adjustable wideband modulator can be produced. In this method, NE555 is cheap, simple in design and stable. Reliable, frequency
adjustment without program control (Hui et al., 2011; Kun et al., 2013).

Figure 2.  NE555 waveform generation circuit

This article uses a parallel resonant circuit, it is also composed of capacitors, resistors and inductors in parallel, we know that the
series impedance, the AC impedance is 0, but in the parallel impedance, the circuit resonance, its impedance is greatest, when the
parallel resonance, Its path voltage and current are in the same phase, and the resonant frequency calculation formula:
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By calculation f = 85KHz, where the coil inductance L = 15uh, parallel capacitance of 0.2uf, due to certain errors in the
calculated value and the actual value, the nominal value of the capacitor and the actual value is also different, after testing at
85KHz frequency can produce resonance. This article uses MOS tube driver, using IRF540 constitute the drive circuit, IRF540
switch tube opening time of 4ns, closing time of 3ns, in theory, switching frequency can reach tens of M, and low power
consumption through the current fully meet the requirements, the specific design shown in Figure 1

A conventional way to plan a manuscript is to construct an outline. An outline has two interacting purposes. One is to shape the
technical information in logical order and other is to help in organizing and thinking about paper. It should be flexible. The main
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text should be divided into several sections and subsection. There should be continuity in the presentation. The style of sections
and subsection are generally given in the guidelines of the journal. If nothing is available, it is preferable to see the previous issue
of the journal concerned. The complex mathematical derivation should be placed in the appendix of the paper, which is placed at
end of the paper.

Figure 3.  Design of Parallel Resonant Circuit Drive Circuit

The receiving end adopts half-bridge rectification. It is mainly to seal the two diodes of the bridge rectification together. Using
two diodes, the center tap of the transformer coil is used to form a symmetry loop, and then the filter and the voltage stabilization
circuit can be connected to obtain the stability of 5V. Output, charging small electronic devices, it is characterized by a simple
structure, low cost, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4.  Receiver schematic

2. Fabrication of transmit and receive coils

This article adopts the enameled wire winding method to make the required transmitting and receiving coils. This method can
determine the number of turns and the size of the radius of the winding according to the needs of theoretical calculations.
Moreover, this kind of copper wire is convenient to purchase, and it is also convenient for recycling without use. The waste of
resources.

For different coils of different structures and shapes, the calculation formula of the inductance is different. In this paper, the
formula for calculating the coil inductance is:
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In the formula, there are N—coil round number; µ0—vacuum permeability; µ0=4×10-7H/m;  r—coil radius (m);  a—wire radius
(m)

In this design process, an enameled wire with a diameter of 1.2 mm was used to make the coil. According to the previously
calculated inductance value, the coil inductance needs to be around 15 uH. Finally through experiments, with the help of an
electrical parameter tester, continuous testing, successfully winding the coil shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Coil real picture

The circular structure increases the area-to-volume ratio of the product. Therefore, the core and the coil are the best processing
methods in terms of heat dissipation. The required inductance value is very small. When the coil diameter is 15cm, the magnet
wire is by winding 4 turnings, the theoretically calculated inductance value can be obtained.

3. Results

When the transmitter coil is placed parallel to the receiver coil, two 1W series LED lamps can be lit within 15cm. At the same
time when the transmitter coil and the receiver coil are placed at 90°, the bulb can also be lit, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Experimental setup

Under the premise of inputting 15V, 0.8A, the receiving end of the system uses two LEDs with a rated power of 1W as the load,
and sets the NE555 output oscillation signal at 200KHz, and the coil resonant frequency is about 83KHz. Definition of input and
output power: The input power of a power supply is the product of the voltage and current at the input of the power supply. The
output power of a power supply refers to the product of the voltage and current at both ends of the output of the power supply after
the output of the power supply is connected to the load.

When the distance between the transmitting coil and the receiving coil changes, the strength of the magnetic field also changes,
so the output voltage will change. That is, when the distance between the transmitting coil and the receiving coil increases, the
magnetic field weakens and the output voltage decreases. The distance is gradually reduced, and the measured voltage, current,
and power levels are shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1 Test Results
Coil distanc（cm） The output voltage（V） Output current（mA） Output Power（W）

3 13.2 150 1.98
5 13.0 150 1.95
7 12.7 148 1.89
9 12.2 145 1.77

11 11.2 141 1.60
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Table 1 (cont’d) Test Results
Coil distanc（cm） The output voltage（V） Output current（mA） Output Power（W）

13 10.8 138 1.50
15 10.2 134 1.37
17 9.3 129 1.20
19 8.5 121 1.03
21 7.8 119 0.93
23 6.5 108 0.71

From the above table, it can be analyzed that as the distance between the transmitting coil and the receiving coil increases, the
voltage, current, and power of the output end show a trend of attenuation. This is due to the continuous weakening of the
electromagnetic wave energy generated at the transmitter as the distance increases. The experimental device designed this time is
in the range of 0-15cm and the power is greater than 1.4W, which can achieve better energy transmission.

4. Conclusion

    The circuit of this design is simple, and the circuit size can be made very small. This is very advantageous for the general trend
of higher and higher degree of integration of social circuits in today's society. At the same time, the circuit is simple and it can be
used for large-scale production. Said that the cost can be effectively controlled, which also has great advantages for commodity
popularization.

However, the system also has certain problems, the transmission frequency is only about 85KHZ, which determines the
transmission distance may not be too far, this is the decision of the NE555 and MOS tube, MOS tube is used IRF540N, the best
drive of the MOS tube The frequency is 100-200KHZ. If you want to make the transmission distance far away, you need to select
a high-frequency MOS tube. The system input is 15V, 0.8A, so the receiver power will not be too high, this is because NE555 can
not pass too much current, otherwise it will burn the chip, later chip power supply and system input can be separated, this problem
can be improved.
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